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MATEMATICKO-FYZIKÁLNY ČASOPIS SAV, 14, 4, 1964 
ON THE APPROXIMATIVE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE EIGENVECTORS CORRESPONDING 
TO A PAIR OF COMPLEX CONJUGATED 
EIGENVALUES 
1VO M A R E K , Praha 
INTRODUCTION 
In the numerical praxis of the last years there occur more and more non self-
adjoint eigenvalue problems. The solution of practical problems makes demands, 
on the one hand, the theoretical analysis of the mentioned problem and, on the 
other hand, its numerical analysis. The problem of approximative construction of 
the eigenvalues does not seem to be satisfactorily solved yet in any of the directions 
mentioned instances, particularly in the case of complex eigenvalues. It is well known 
(see [5]), that for the construction of the eigenvalues of linear operators the iterative 
methods are advantageous. However, most papers concerned with the construction 
of eigenvalues demand the symmetry of operators considered or at least require the 
constructed eigenvalues to be real. 
In the recent paper [1] there is considered the problem of the approximative 
construction of the eigenvectors corresponding to the pair of complex conjugated 
eigenvalues lying on the boundary of the spectral circle of a given real matrix and 
the problem of the construction of the eigenvectors mentioned. The absolute value 
and the argument of the sought eigenvalues are constructed in [1] step by step by 
iterations; the corresponding eigenvectors can, however, be obtained from the 
formulae given in [1] only in exceptional cases. 
The purpose of our paper is to show in what way the knowledge of the approxi­
mations of the absolute value and the approximations of the arguments of the eigen­
values described above can be used for the construction of the corresponding eigen­
vectors. Contrary to the papers [1], [5] we do not assume that the spaces occuring in 
our considerations are finite-dimensional. 
Some functional analytical methods, particularly the operational calculus in the 
algebra of a linear bounded operator of a Banach space into itself, are used. The 
approximations of the eigenvectors mentioned are constructed with help of iterations. 
The convergence of the sequence of iterations follows from the theorems on Cesaro 
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iterations of a linear bounded operator. These theorems are published in the paper [3]. 
In the present paper we also prove some of the statements given in [3] without the 
proofs. 
1. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let Y be a real Banach space and let X be the complex extension of the space Y 
i.e. z 6 X<=> z = x + iy, where x, y e Y, i2 = — 1. The norm in the space Y will be 
denoted by the symbol || \\Y. We supply the space X with the norm defined by the 
following formula 
II z \\x = SUP II-vcos ,9 + ysin .9 | |y, 
0^#^2rc 
or with some equivalent norm. Further let Y' be the space of the continuous linear 
forms on Y and let [Y] be the space of bounded linear operators mapping Y into 
itself. The norms in Y' and in [Y] are defined as follows: 
l l / l l r = sup | / 0 ' ) I, yeY, y'eY'; 
IMk= i 
| | T | | m = sup \\Ty\\Y, yeY Te[Y], 
\\y\\v= i 
where | y'(y) \ is the absolute value of the number y'(y). In cases where it does not 
cause a misunderstanding, the indices of the norms will be omitted. 
The complex number a we shall write as a = O exp {icp} so that the complex 
conjugated number a has the following form: a = O exp { — icp}. 
The object of our considerations will be an operator Te [Y] about which we shall 
assume that in its spectrum a(T) there lie at least two eigenvalues j / , , \.I2 and that the 
relations 
i"i = «2, m < ii d^i i = i .--21) (i.u 
hold for k e a(T), X + fij9j = 1, 2. 
The operator Te [Y] can be extended from Yonto the whole space Xby the formula 
Tz = Tx + iTy, where z = x + iy. By the symbol [X] we denote the space of linear 
bounded operators mapping X into itself with the norm 
| | T | | m = sup HFx lLv, xeX, Te[X]. 
I I * I L Y = i 
We denote by the symbol 0 the zero-operator and the identity-operator by the sym-
bol I. We assume further that the eigenvalues //x, jn2 are simple poles of the 
resolvent R(X, T) = (XI - T)"1 (X - a complex number). 
Let 
R(X, T) = t (X - iij)kTki + | (A - * - , ) - % , J = 1, 2, (1.2) 
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be the Laurent expansions of the resolvent R(/, T) in neighbourhoods of the poles 
/*!, /j2 • It is well known (see [6] p. 306) that 
Cj 
Bk + UJ = (T-HjI)Bkj9 k = 1,2,...; 
where C; = {A | | X — nj | = Qj) and the radius Oy is such that — with the exception 
of fij — there does not lie another point of the spectrum o(T) either on Cj or in the 
interior of Cj. 
From the assumptions and from the spectral theorem ([6] p. 304, theorem 5 . 71-D) 
the operator T can be expressed as 
c 
where C = {/, | | / | < O3, O3 < //} assuming that in the interior of C there lies the 
set O(T) — {//1? u2}. From the same theorem it follows that for any integer n _ 0 
T"= ,,-B,, + J,'IB,2 + -—• f;."R(A, T)d/.. (1.4) 
r 
For any n = 1 we put 
S , „ = ~ I /«/*7-:- (1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
2. A U X I L I A R Y S T A T E M E N T S 
In this and in the next paragraphs we denote by symbols cx, c2, ... the constants 
independent of n, where H = 1, 2, ... 
Lemma 1. There exists a constant c{ such that 
\\SJn- Bu|| < r ./T
1 , . / = 1,2. (2.1) 
Proof. First we prove that the sequence of the operators 
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i , ; :-=il.0" ; ' т" 
Lct y; є r and x<()) є Y be such that 
•ld for j = I 
y;(-9u.v
(0)) Ф 0 
1, 2. 
w'-Tíi,TÍ(~y^' 
converges in the norm of the space [X] to the zero-operator 0 when n -> oc. 
From the assumption it follows that for k e Cit holds | / /L~l1 = yy < 1, so that 
* = i V Џj 
and thus 
^ l l ^ l . - p î ^ — л s u p | | R ( Д , T ) | 
" l ~ Уj AeC 
(2.2) 
In the second part of the proof we shall consider the sequence of the operators 
Vj. = sjn - wjn = i -i í (ÍLYB,, 
r = 1 " fc = 1 V " i / 
= B U ШłЬ-<- (2.3) 
Let us estimate the norms of the operators 
Evidently we have 
в--Шł»'--
Q,,Nile..,-,•!•! I ^ 
Let us put (Hj/Hj) = exp {//?,•}, where /^, / = 1, 2, are real. We then get 
inflj 
Qin ^ xísjn || — ' i . з - j l 
1 - e 
] _ eWi j n I s i n /) .• 
< # i . з - j (2.4> 
From (2.2), (2.3) and from (2,4) there follows (2.1). 
Similarly we can prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 2. There exists a constant c2 dependent neither of n nor of s such that 
\W]n\\ Hc2n
s, j= 1,2, 
Proof. According to (1.4) for a given integer s _ 0 we have 
U)n = L,„ + KJn, LJn = ~i t (
k) /"•—-Yfl, 
(2.5) 




We get easily the estimate 
M^-^sup W,r)||.i; A|'U 
XeC ( *=s Pj I J 
<n>-*ei-h—. sup ||R(A,T)||. 
1 — 7j XeC 
We further have 
,.4t(:>--K?,0)(t)V3-, 
so that we obtain the norm-estimate 
I I ^ J I . 5 " ' { | | - S i , II + 11 Bl9,.j | | } . 
The estimates of Kjn, Ljn lead to the wanted estimate (2.5). 
R e m a r k . Lemmas 1 and 2 hold also if more general assumptions than those made 
in the first paragraph are fulfilled. Some simple generalizations are given in the two 
following lemmas 3 and 4. 
Lemma 3. Let us assume that the operator Te [X] has the property that on the 
boundary of the spectral circle there lies a finite but otherwise arbitrary number of 
simple poles of the resolvent R(A, T). Then the estimates (2A ) and (2.5) hold. 
For multiple eigenvalues we have: 
Lemma 4. Lei us assume that on the boundary of the spectral circle of the operator 
TE [X] there lie p mutually different eigenvalues px, . . . , pp. Let qx, . . . , qp be multi-
plicities of the poles pi, . . . , pp of the resolvent K(A, T). Let 1 :g r = /;, qr _ q. 
for j = V p. Then we have 
|! n £ , / r (qr- \ ) \ -~
r\\- 3 n 
The proof of the lemma 4 we shall not give, because it is possible to prove lemma 4 
in the same way as theorem 4, which is to a certain degree a generalization of lemma 4. 
Lemma 5. Let us assume that for the terms of the sequence {kjn} the following 
inequalities 
(2.6* Ajn - Џj | ś C4П
 l ~ д 
hold for j = 1,2; /i = 1,2, . . . , where S > 0. Then the sequence defined as 
* / . = I £ ^ r V ° ' (2-7) 
n k „;! 
converges in the norm of the space X to the vector Xj. Further it holds thai 
Txj = HJXJ, Xj 4= 0, (2.8) 
II xjK - xj || ^ <yT'" (2.9) 
where OJ ~ min (1, o). 
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Proof. Evidently the following expression is true 
xin - xj = (Sjn - 5, ,)x<°> + ± I (AJ„
k - njk) TV°\ 
n k=\ 
From lemma 1 it follows that 
15,^-^, '̂l^-^-fl.^ll, (HO) 
1 H 
so that it suffices if we consider the vectors — £ (Ajn
k — p-y *) T*x
(0), or the opera-
n k=\ 
tors 
^M = ~iajk-Kjk)Tk. 11 k=\ 
According to the assumption (2.6) we have | Xjn | ̂  ch > 0. There exist the functions 
cp = c,-(n) s l ,Cj l l-ia t 
f = ' + ^ . k77(i,)| = c - 8 . 
From this expression it follows that 
i + i * V ^ + ̂ 4 # + .... 
\ Ajn J 
so that 
Z, 
„ 1 + ' V 2 / / 7 2 + M (w 
z. = ± ÿ y ЛЛ_5ІИ_ ^ 
»sk я*(,+í> •JrЛ*/ ' 
-я , _, ! i - [ c - 8 . n -
д ] и - 1 
According to lemma 3 
l | z*I= I - ^ • ^ = ̂ .«-^•--7-?•-•,-_-^ =ivr 
. v = l W , 1 — C 8 / Z 
which together with the estimate (2,10) gives the estimate (2.9). 
To prove (2.8) it is sufficient to remark that from (F7) there follows the relation 
Biyx(0) =f= 0, so that the vector xy = Bljx
(0) is an eigenvector of the operator T 
corresponding to the eigenvalue JLI_.. Since, according to (1.1) we have 
(T - /./) Xj = (T- fijl) Bijx(0) = B2jx
{0) = 0 (since B2j = 0). 
The validity of (2.8) is proved and thus the proof of lemma 5 is accomplished. 
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3. ITERATIVE PROCESSES 
The purpose of this paragraph is the proof of the convergence of some iterative 
methods for the construction of the eigenvalues /i1? n2 = /^ and the eigenvectors 
xj, x2 corresponding to these eigenvalues. 
Let 
x(n) = Tx(n-D9 n = l j 2 , . . , (3.1) 
*) = WW - yfr^-yW""). (3.2> 
The elements of the sequences 
yfaw), >v(x">),... (3.3) 
are real numbers according to our assumption that Te[Y], x(0) e Y, y\ e Y'. 
According to [1] we define the indices n{ as follows: The symbol n[, j = 1,2; 
k = 0, 1, ... denotes the index of such element of the sequence (3.3) for which the 
relations sign y'j(x(n~{ ]) = — 1, sign y'j(x(n)) = + 1 hold for the k-th time. Among the 
numbers (3.3) there can occur the null-elements. In that case the corresponding zero-
element has the same sign as the first non-zero element, which follows after it. 
We define further ([1]) 
^• = "*+i -nl j= 1,2; k = 0, 1,... (3.4) 
With the help of (1.4) we get for the vector x(n) the following expression 
xin) = »nxl +n-
nx2 + yv
(n\ (3.5) 
where x, - -9n.v
(0), x2 = B12x
(0), w(n) = (\/2m) $/TRU, T) dAx(0), so that 
c 
II w'"1 || £ f10e"3 (3.6) 
where O3 = /H/, 0 < q < 1 is the radius of the circle C. 
The eigenvalues // t , //2 can be expressed in the following form 
//, = iieu\ n2 = [ie
 u\ 0 < <p < 2n. (3.7) 
Further let be 
yXxO = y / % y'j(x2) == yje~
iaj. (3.8) 
Theorem 1. Let us assume the validity Of (3.8). Then there exists a constant c} i such 
that 
1 A n + l , ! 
\^J—-f\£cllq
n, y = 1,2. (3.9) 
• ^ I 
Proof. We evidently have 
Yj(x(n)) = n"yj exp {imp + iotj} + //'y,- exp {-imp - /a,.} + */,-„, 
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where njn = y'j(w
(n)), so that 
\njn\ ^ci2fi
nqn. (3.10) 
Easily we get that 
y'j(x(n)) = 2 v y cos (ncp + a/) + rjjn. (3.11) 
From this expression it follows that 
A] = 4v^ 2" sin2<p + Cy*. (3A2) 
where 
Cy„ = *72„ + 4vjti2njn cos (/i(/) + a7) - 2vjfi
n~lr]jn+i cos [(n - 1) </> + ay] -
- 2v'X + 1 njn_l cos [(n + 1) ip + ay] - f/y, „ _ i */y. „ + i • 
Thus there exists a constant c 1 3 with the following property 
ICyJ _S c 1 3 /i
2 V, 7 = 1,2. (3A3) 
The identities 
i + __._+„_ 
^ ! + l _ 2 4v
2/.2п + 2sin2<p 
^ j 1 4- __> 
4vjn2nsin2cp 
follow from the relations (3A2) and the estimates are then consequences of the 
inequalities (3.13). 
Corollary 1. The following inequalities hold: 




where c 1 4 = sup( —^—) c n and where n0 denotes some positive integer. 
Proof. According to (3.9) we get 
Л" + x 
=*— > C,5 > 0 
_». -
for n sufficiently large, say n > n0 and thus according to the identity 
v\ A" (J9->Ш~ Ѓ)[J ~\-."+ľ 
we obtain (3.14) vith c 1 4 = sup( --—- ) cn. 
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Theorem 2 [1]. The relations 
- 1 ^ = — + cM- (3-15) 
n k~x
 J <p n 
hold for the sequence {P*} of the numbers P* defined above, where \ cl6(n) | £ cl7. 
The proof can be carried out in the same way as the proof of the corresponding 
theorem in the case of the finite dimensional space. In this case y)(x) can be, for 
example, the value of one of the coordinates of the finite dimensional vector x = 
= (x j , . . . , x/). The mentioned proof is given in paper [1]. 
Combining theorems 1 and 2 and lemma 5 we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 3. The sequence of the numbers {hjn}, where Xjn = pjn exp {i(pj,} and 
where 
/Z/"= v ~^~' ^"= "T^—' ( ' } 
n *=. 
converges to the eigenvalue j.ij of the operator T and we have the estimate 
i / . „ - ^ | ^ c 1 8 l , . /= 1,2. (3.17) 
The sequence {xjn}, where 
v - V )~kTkr(0) 
Xjn ~ — L Áin* 1 X > 
n fc = l 
converges in the norm of the space X to the eigenvector xf corresponding to the eigen-
value jij of the operator T. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the validity of the inequalities (3.17). From corol-
lary 1 it follows that | \ijn — \x\ <, ^i4q" or \iin = /i + 0(q
n) and from theorem 2 
we can obtain the expression 
//,,, exp {icpjn} = [/i + 0(q")] exp ) - - - — 
p' + 0{-
where Py = lim — £ P). In other words A,,, = njn exp {icp jn} = /Lexp {icp} +Oi —) 
n-+cc n fc=l " V U / 
and thus the validity of the estimate (3.17) is proved. 
From (3.17) it follows immediately that 
\Xjni - /jexp {up} | S clsn~
2 
so that according to lemma 5 with S = 1 the sequence {xjn}, 
1 V - *-krpk(0) 
XJn = ~ L WT X ' 
n k= 1 
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converges in the norm of the space X to the vector Xj and the relations Txj = /^xy. 
j = 1,2 are valid. 
Let us once more turn to the case, where there lie on the boundary of the spectral 
circle an arbitrary but finite number, in general, of multiple poles of the resolvent 
R(A, T). We shall assume that px, . . . , pp are these poles and that qX, . . . , qp are the 
corresponding multiplicities. If the value pr9 1 <; r <; p is known, not only approxi-
mately but exactly and if s = qy for j = 1,..., p, j 4= r, then similarly as in lemma 5 
it is possible to obtain the corresponding eigenvector using the formula 
xrn = - - i A-
+y'T' .v» 0> . (3.18) 
" k=\ 
We assume that 
£ s r .vr
0 )+0, fis+lrxr°> = 0, (3.19) 
where Bsr, 5 s + 1 , r are defined by the Laurent expansion 
R(k, T) = £ (k - / ( r ) X + £ Bkr(). - / . . ) " ' . 
A- = 0 A: = 1 
Theorem 4. F/ze sequence (3.18) converges in the no mi of the space X to the eigen-
vector xr corresponding to the eigenvalue rir of the operator F, i.e., Txr = firxr. 
Proof. According to the assumption of the theorem: 
c 
where the interior of the circle C = {/ | |/ | = | pr | #, q < 1} contains the set 
o-(F)- {n , , . . . , /« ,} , 
H^T^-íru\{j^R^T)á;-
where Cj = {A | | /. - /iy | = Oy} and Oj is such that neither in the interior of C{ 
not on the Cj there lies another point of the spectrum a(T) besides Pj-
Evidently we have 
where ./,,(;,) = (/.//.,)\ /#>(/.,) = (d/dA)/J*-n(/) |, = 1„. Thus 
Hkb<j, r ] = Bu + Y A(fe - I)... (A• - /. + 2) -fr—^ • ( j^-J - V 
2»6 
From this expression there follows according to (3.L9) and according to that s ^ qj% 
j 4= r the validity of the expression 
L~s+íИ[u Tl - k~s + qj Џr ' ( Џj R Y ( 0 ) 4 - 7 
DQiІXГ + Z Д > Qjì
 r 
where zjk contains the elements wjk, for which || wjk \\ __ O(k
 j). Since || zjk || ^ 
_i O^k-1 with some constant C19 independent of k, we get the estimate 
- I zJk || ѓ o\ 
n k=ì ' 
logn 
Finally we obtain the expression 
в_..*, 0 )+ Џr 
s+ 1 1 " í r , / a- V " s + 1 //-^+ 1 
v = i V Y k~s + qjl J-L\ _______ 
™ « Á J A V/^J (^/- Í ) ! " ^ r ' (*-!)! 
1 + r 
B J r x<




ľjп || ś O ( ~ ÍОg И 
We further have 
У 1 У k-'+ч(±Л 
k-чj+i , г q i + l 
Иr Bn ,x 





(<7. - 1)! 
y [ ___. ] ___ I B . v1 
< 
< 
1 £ ! 2 | 




( g j - 1 ) ! 
B -л(0)i 
where exp {iey] == /Ly/lL,. 
From (3.20) and (3.21) we obtain the estimate 
iГs+1 
r-r u v ( 0 ) ( . - ] ) ! 
fi„x o ( — lоg и 
which shows the validity of the first part of theorem 4. 
It remains to be proved that 
к = ____ 





is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue \xr of the operator T. But this asser­
tion follows immediately from (3.19), since 
( T - /i,/) xr -- ^ B,+ Urx<r°> = 0. 
R e m a r k . The eigenvalues can be considered as known, if we know that they are 
solutions of a known algebraic equation which can be solved exactly. This is for 
instance the case of the cyclic kernels (see [4] p. 152) or the case of the stochastic 
matrices (see [2] chapter XII). In these cases the mentioned eigenvalues lie on the 
unit circle and are the roots of the binomial equation 
Xd - 1 = 0, 
where d is so called index of imprimitivity ([2], p. 345). 
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О П Р И Б Л И Ж Е Н Н О М П О С Т Р О Е Н И И С О Б С Т В Е Н Н Ы Х В Е К Т О Р О В 
С О О Т В Е Т С Т В У Ю Щ И Х П А Р Е К О М П Л Е К С Н О - С О П Р Я Ж Е Н Н Ы Х 
С О Б С Т В Е Н Н Ы Х З Н А Ч Е Н И Й 
Иво М а р е к 
Р е з ю м е 
В статье приводится метод приближенного построения собственных векторов соответствую­
щих паре комплексно-сопряженных собственных значений линейного ограниченного опера­
тора Т, отображающего некоторое банахово пространство в себя, лежащих на границе круга 
!Я| ^ г{Т), где г(Т)— спектральный радиус отображения Т. Метод основан на некоторых 
п 
свойствах последовательности операторов {/г х V 1ип~
кТк\ , где //„ некоторые приближе-
к=1 
ния одного из отмеченных собственных значений. 
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